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This has undoubtedly been a week of dramatic change for colleges and schools across the country. I am very

grateful for the support that we have received from parents, students and colleagues.

  

We are all getting used to this new way of working remotely. We are confident that completing work is helpful

to maintaining a positive routine. Please do your best and stay engaged but don't panic if you are finding it

hard to complete everything - our priority at the moment must be to look after each other’s wellbeing.

 

This has been a particularly stressful time for our students who were due to sit exams this summer. All exams

for this summer have now been cancelled, and outline plans for how grades will be awarded have been shared

by the government. These are available on the college website and we will update you by text as soon as

we have more detailed information about this. Please avoid speculating or sharing rumours about what might

happen in social media groups as this can be very stressful for others. In the meantime, it is important for all

students to continue to engage with their studies. 

 

I wish you and your families well.

 

Gerard

A TIME OF CHANGE FOR EVERYONE



Rules of competition:

 

Make sure you put ‘Spring Creative

Competition – (Your Name) as the

subject line in your email entry.

 

For written pieces, your maximum

guide word limit is 1,000 words per

piece.

 

The competition will close on Friday

1st May 2020.

 

By entering the competition, you

consent to your entry being used in

NSFC marketing, if you wish your

entry to be anonymous, please say so

in the email otherwise your name will

be attached to your work if selected.

 

We will be awarding multiple prizes

with a focus on creativity, originality,

and quality of work. Prizes will include

£25 Amazon Gift Cards for

exceptional pieces of work, which will

feature in our online showcase in May.

 

 

Send all entries by email to

angela.martin@newcastlesfc.ac.uk

 

Full details of the competition

are online at

newcastlesixthformcollege.ac.uk/

college-life/creative-challenge

A chance to express your creativity

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
2020

We want to see your creativity.

Whether it’s embroidery, flash fiction,

poetry, photography, art, short stories

or anything else, if it’s creative, we

want to see it!

 

This is a great opportunity to do

something different and use your time

on a challenge you can really enjoy.

 

Please send your creative pieces as an

attachment (can be a photo, word

document, or pdf) and make sure they

have a title. We would love to see a

couple of sentences about your

inspiration behind your creative piece

but this is not essential. 

 

Creative prompts will be uploaded

regularly to the Library Moodle page

throughout the competition if you

need inspiration.

 

You can submit as many creative

pieces as you want and there’s no

limit to what these can be. 

 

 



Spending so much time at home can be a challenge, and for many of us the lack of

structure and isolation can be quite unsettling. A number of things you can do

which might help:

 

1) Keep moving -ensure you build some exercise in your day. If you look after

young ones, watch this and do this with them:

https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/coronavirus-joe-wicks-live-pe-lessons-

watch-youtube-school-closures-a9413081.html

or find your own exercise on line - there are many.

 

2) Keep to a routine - get up at same time every day and set yourself a goal of

what you want to achieve that day! 

 

3) Learn something new! (Challenge yourself to learn a new skill or try something

you have never done before) - the open university and future learn have got lots of

Moocs or check out unifrog. Or watch a ted talk everyday on a completely new

topic/subject.

 

4) Keep connected with friends and family.

 

5) Keep your expectation high with work - but be kind on yourself as it's not easy

to learn by yourself.

 

6) Help out if you can - help your neighbours or friends who you know

might struggle. Whenever you help other people you definitely feel better about

yourself, and there are so many vulnerable people out there, this is your chance to

shine.

 

 

A guide to making positive changes at home

POSITIVE CHANGES

A full list of other websites

which offer advice and support

can be found at

newcastlesixthformcollege.ac.uk/

college-life/development

Some great suggestions from our
Personal Development Team



How long have you worked at Newcastle Sixth Form College?

I have been at NSFC since the building opened but worked for NCG since 2009.

 

What is your best memory of working at NSFC?

I love results day.

 

What is your top tip for students?

Write regular lists of what you need to do – often it’s a lot less than you think

and you get the satisfaction of crossing things off when they are done.

How long have you worked at Newcastle Sixth Form College?

I joined the college in September 2014.

 

What is your best memory of working in education?

Seeing everyone’s hard work paying off and get where they’re going. One particular example was 2 years ago

where one of our students struggled all year consistently getting D's and E's but kept on trying, kept on coming to

revision, kept practising questions and eventually got an 'A' overall in Psychology. I don’t think I ever made as

much noise in my life as I did in the staff room when I read that result.

 

What is your top tip for students?

Keep at it! Do your best and keep working to the standard you know you are capable of achieving. There are lots

of other websites you can visit to read around the subject, and this is invaluable. Log into Unifrog when you get a

chance as this is also a great resource for all students.

How long have you worked at Newcastle Sixth Form College?

December 2012

 

What is your best memory of working at NSFC?

Two things – firstly, leading World Challenge expeditions to India, Ecuador and Morocco. They were all

different, but all challenging and amazing experiences. There are some photos on display from these around

the college building. Secondly, helping my students get amazing exam results – with the best ever results in

2019 (top 10% in the country).

 

What is your top tip for students?  

Keep working as every little helps, and definitely read around the subject and do your own research, as this

helps bring the subject to life. There are great online resources like TED Talks, so make sure you use them.

Jen Burlton 
Target Team

We ask NSFC staff three quick questions to give you a little

insight into what makes them tick.....

ONE MINUTE INTERVIEWS

Anthony Crute 
Psychology

Micah Van Tuyl 
Politics

Shopping for basic necessities, for example food and medicine, which must be as
infrequent as possible.
One form of exercise a day, for example a run, walk, or cycle – alone or with members of
your household.
Any medical need, or to provide care or to help a vulnerable person.
Travelling to and from work, but only where this absolutely cannot be done from home.

Everyone must stay at home to help stop the spread of coronavirus.
You should only leave the house for 1 of 4 reasons:
 

 
Important
These 4 reasons are exceptions – even when doing these activities, you should be minimising
time spent outside of the home and ensuring you are 2 metres apart from anyone outside of
your household.


